Abstract. The motivation for this paper was to prove the following analogue of the Euclidean cylinder theorem: any umbilic-free isometric immersion n: H"~l -» H" between hyperbolic spaces takes the form of a hyperbolic (n -2)-cylinder over a uniquely determined parallelizing curve in H". Our approach is through the more general study of isometric immersions generated by one-parameter families of hyperbolic fc-planes without focal points. A by-product of this study is a natural extension to curves in H" of the notion of a parallel family of A:-planes along a curve in H"; the extension is based on spherical symmetry of variation fields. Existence and uniqueness properties of this extended notion of parallelism are considered.
over a uniquehy determined parallelizing curve in H" (see further remarks below). Here H" = H" U H^, where #£, denotes the equivalence classes of asymptotic geodesic rays in H". This theorem offers an interesting analogue to the Euclidean cylinder theorem. The possibility of such an analogue was suggested by the classification of developable surfaces in H3, Theorem 2, [6] .
In §1, for any immersion tj: M -* H" generated by a family of hyperbolic ¿-planes, the existence of a uniquely determined striction curve is obtained (Theorem 1). The striction point on a given ¿-plane is defined in terms of the variation field of the family; this is a vector field defined on and orthogonal to the ¿-plane, and "tangent to the family". If furthermore Ku = -1, it is shown that the striction curve is also the unique parallelizing curve in H" of the family, so that the immersion takes the form of a hyperbolic ¿-cylinder (Theorem 2).
Here it is necessary to extend to curves in H", the obvious notion of a parallel family of hyperbolic ¿-planes along a curve in H". This is done in a natural way, by proving first that a family {Hc)cel of ¿-planes is parallel along a regular curve o: / -» H" if and only if for each c, the variation field is covariantly constant on the metric spheres in He about o(c) (Proposition 1). Then the extension to curves a: / -» H" is obtained simply by substituting "horospheres" for "metric spheres" if o(c) £ //£,.
§2 considers foliations of H" by (n -l)-planes, and contains a criterion for generating such a foliation by parallel translation along a curve in H" (Theorem 4). §3 studies isometric immersions of Hk+X into H" generated by families of /V-planes. For example, it is shown that any parallel family {Hc) along a unit-speed curve o: R -»//"", for which the angle between the family and o is bounded away from zero, generates an immersion of //*+I into H" (Theorem 5). Umbilic-free isometric immersions of H"~x into H" are also discussed in §3.
§4 examines the implications of the extension to curves in H" of the notion of parallel ¿-plane families. A differentiable manifold-with-boundary structure is placed on H", namely that induced by the projective model of H". Along a regular curve o lying on //£,, the parallel translation problem has a unique solution for any allowable initial condition (Theorem 8). Of course, unique solutions always exist when o lies in H". Solutions do not generally exist if o takes both finite and infinite values (the question concerns piecing together solutions of two different problems, because of constraints which operate at //£,). However, if a solution exists, it is unique (Corollary 4).
The method of §4 is to convert the study of hyperbolic ¿-plane families into the study of Euclidean ¿-plane families, by using the projective model of H". Instead of the parallelizing curve of a hyperbolic family, one may examine the family of focal sets of a Euclidean family (Theorem 7). The classical approach to focal families (that is, to characteristics and envelopes) seems to be highly computational. Our approach is concise, coordinate-free, and new as far as we know.
Finally, in illustration of the preceding section, §5 examines families of hyperbolic /c-planes having parallelizing curves in H" of certain special types.
Our conventions are as follows. On H", g or < , > denotes the Riemannian metric, V denotes covariant differentiation, and D denotes distance. Geodesies are always parametrized by arc-length. In § §1-3, no differentiable structure is assumed for H". A curve is simply a map of an interval unless otherwise described. "Corollary 1.1" refers to part 1 of Corollary 1.
1. Families of Ar-planes in H". Let (Tx,..., Tk) be a smooth map of an open interval / into the bundle of k-frames on H", and Hc be the hyperbolic ¿-plane tangent to (Tx,..., Tk)(c) for each c E I. Then the parametrized ¿-planes {Hc}cel will be called a (one-parameter) family in H". The map (7"i,..., Tk) will be called a frame for the family, and its projection a -77 ° (Tx,..., Tk): I-*H",a base curve.
Such a family of hyperbolic ¿-planes determines a variation vector field Vc on each of its members Hc, defined as follows: V is the component of ß'(c) orthogonal to Hc, for any smooth curve ß in H" satisfying ß(c)= p and ß(c + 8) E Hc+S, \8\ < e. To see that the orthogonal components for all such curves ß agree, one may observe that if any one such ß is transverse to Hc atp, then the Hc+S locally determine a (k + l)-dimensional submanifold M(p) through p in H", and are the level hypersurfaces of a regular function x on M (p). Since by assumption every ß satisfies x • ß = id, then with respect to the //""-induced metric on M(p), for every ß the component of ß'(c) orthogonal to the level hypersurface Hc is ||grad x||-2 grad x.
The zeroes of the variation field Vc form the focal set at c of the family {Hc). The family is regular at c if Vc does not vanish identically.
Given a frame for the family, define tj: / X R* -» H" by (1) 7](c, cx,..., ck) = exp 2 c¡T¡(c). i = i Denote by x, x¡ and X, X¡ respectively the coordinate functions and vector fields on 7 X R*. Then r¡tX at x = c is an //"-Jacobi field on Hc (that is, Jacobi along every geodesic in Hc). Since by definition, Vc coincides with the component of rjtX orthogonal to Hc, it follows from the form of Jacobi fields in H" that Vc is Jacobi. Therefore the length function (2) ¡e'FeW on Hc (carrying the //""-induced metric) is convex, and strictly convex where nonvanishing. Since Hc is isometric to Hk, the following lemma applies: Lemma 1. For any convex function f: Hk -» R, the limit of f along a geodesic ray in a fixed asymptote class is independent of the choice of ray.
Proof. By convexity, / ° y has a limit in [-oo, oo] along any geodesic ray y. For j = 1, 2, suppose lim/° yy = n¡, where n, < n2 and y, and y2 are distinct asymptotic rays. Choose sequences {pI(} and {p2i} diverging to infinity along y, and y2 respectively, and a point q in the hyperbolic 2-plane containing y, and y2, such that/>2f lies on the geodesic segment 5, joining/>,,-and q. Then D(px¡,p2¡) is bounded while D(p2¡, q) becomes arbitrarily large. Since/0 5, is convex, nx < n2 would contradict finiteness of f(q). Therefore nx = n2, as required.
Now let the variation function lc: Hc->[0, oo] be the extension, whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 1, of the length function given by (2).
Lemma 2. If a family {Hc) of k-planes in H" has no focal points at c, then the variation function at c has a single minimum point, which is the limit as 8 -* 0 of the point of Hc closest to Hc+S.
Proof. It is a consequence of strict convexity that lc has at most one critical point and /" has exactly one minimum point. (If /" is finite at a point p E HCK, then lc must decrease on all geodesic rays top.)
For/? G Hc, let ßp(c + 8) be the point of Hc+S nearest p. Then it is not hard to see that ß = exp^ kN for smooth function ¿ and vector-valued function N, where ¿(c) = 0 and N(c)±Hc. Since ßp(c) = k'(c)N(c), which is orthogonal to Hc, then Vcp = ßp(c). It follows that (3) lc
The function D(-, Hc+S) on Hc is strictly convex, and therefore extends to Hc with exactly one minimum point ps. From (3) and the fact that convergence of convex functions on Riemannian manifolds is uniform on compact subsets, we may conclude easily that ps converges to the minimum point of lc, as was claimed. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Next suppose {Hc)cB¡ is a family without focal points. Let M = {(c,p): c E I,p E Hc), and define tj: M -> H" by r/(c, p) = p. A frame (F,,..., Tk) for the family determines an obvious coordinatization of M by / X Rk, for which tj is expressed by (1); and thus determines a differentiable structure on M, with respect to which t/ is an immersion. This structure is independent of choice of frame. Letting M carry the rj-induced Riemannian metric, we say that the isometric immersion tj: M -* H" is generated by the family, and has generators Hc. In what follows, we shall sometimes suppress tj, identifying M locally with its image in H".
Observe that by the Gauss equation, sectional curvatures of M satisfy KM < -1, with equality holding if and only if the normalized variation field le~xVe is covariantly constant on Hc for all c E I.
For each c E I the variation function lc has a unique minimum point, which by Lemma 2 it is reasonable to call the striction point. Note that the variation function on a given ¿-plane depends only up to a constant multiple on the choice of regular parametrization of the family (equivalently, of the base curve a), so the striction point is independent of that choice. If lc(p) = 0 for some p E Hco0, we say the family is asymptotic at p; this terminology is justified by (3). Proof. Note that here we regard He as lying in //", in the natural way. Given c0 E I, it suffices to prove that the theorem holds for some open subinterval about c0. Therefore there is no loss of generality in assuming that M is coordinated with respect to a base curve a orthogonal to the Hc. Thus we assume M carries coordinate vector fields X, Xx,..., Xk for which (supressing tj and tj,,,) the X¡ are tangent to the Hc; the restriction of X to each Hc is Jacobi in //"; along a,X=a' and the X¡ are covariantly constant in the normal bundle of a in M. Let y be a geodesic in Hc satisfying y(0) = a(c). By parallelism of X¡, Va,{c)(2.c¡X¡) is orthogonal to Hc, where y'(0) = 2c,X,a,c) and V is covariant differentiation in H". Therefore v'y,(0)A' is orthogonal to He. Since X is //"-Jacobi along y, X is orthogonal to Hc along y. Therefore by the definition of variation field, (4) X\HC = Vc and at any point of Hc, (5) <yxX" X > = (VXX, X > = (XJC )lc. Proof. 1. Our notation will be that of the preceding proof. Since X is orthogonal to the Hc, the curvature vector in question is the orthogonal projection tangent to He of \\X\\~2VXX at q. But by (5) and (4), (\\Xf2VxX, X,) = -l-%lc = <-//-' grad lc, X,). Proof. If Vc is covariantly constant on metric spheres about some q E Hc, then for A, as in (6), (Ay ° y)'(0) = 0 for any geodesic y in Hc with y(0) = q; hence Ay = 0 for all j, in (7). It follows that Vc is covariantly constant on metric spheres in Hc about q if and only if
where U is a covariantly constant unit normal to He. Now suppose Fco(c) =£ 0. Locally the family generates an imbedded submanifold which, as in the proof of Theorem 1, carries coordinate vector fields X, Xx,..., Xk. Here the restriction of X to each member of the family coincides with the variation field, the X¡ are tangent to the family, and (5) For the converse, consider any /f-Jacobi field on Hc of the form IU, where / > 0, t7 is a given covariantly constant unit normal to Hc, and / has a given value at some fixed point of He. Such a field is determined by choice of minimum point q £ Hc for /, since / is hyperbolic. Since / is a constant multiple of cosh D(-,q) when q is finite, then / is constant on metric spheres about q when q £ Hc, and by a limit argument, on horospheres about q when Proof. It suffices, by Proposition 2, to show that if the family is regular and parallel in H" along some o, then there are no focal points and o is the striction curve of the family. But if Vc is covariantly constant on metric spheres about some q E Hc, then Vc is given by (8). Thus Vc never vanishes because it does not vanish identically, and q is the striction point at c. If Vc is constant on horospheres about q E Hcaa, then again Vc never vanishes, because otherwise the zero set of Vc would be a hyperbolic r-plane for 0 < r < k, and no such r-plane contains a horosphere of Hc. Furthermore, since the striction point is the unique minimum point of the length function lc, this point is certainly q.
Remark 2. A submanifold of the type considered in Theorem 2 is always isometric to an open subset of Hk+' (see Proposition 3).
Remark 3. We shall see in §4 that if H" is given the manifold-withboundary structure induced by the projective model of H", then the parallelizing curve o of Theorem 2 is smooth in H". Furthermore, when a lies at infinity there are constraints on the derivatives of a. For example, if k «■ 1, a' vanishes at infinity (Corollary 2); thus if o lies at infinity on an interval, it is constant there, and the immersion takes the form of an asymptotic cone.
2. Foliations of H" by hyperplanes. Let 'S denote a foliation of H" by hyperbolic (n -l)-planes. We shall require the following important theorem of Ferus concerning such foliations: Theorem 3 [1] . 1. For any p E H" and any regular curve a in H" with curvature k < 1, the function D (a(t), p) has at most one critical point, namely a strict relative minimum point, and is unbounded if a has infinite length. In consequence:
2. The family of orthogonal hyperplanes to a regular curve with k < 1 is without self-intersections.
3. For a regular curve with k < 1 and unbounded length in both directions, the family of orthogonal hyperplanes foliates H". Remark 4. A family {Hc) of hyperplanes in H" is without focal points if and only if it is without self-intersections. Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 3.2 imply that if there are no focal points then there are no self-intersections. On the other hand, since the variation field for an arbitrary hyperplane family, possibly with focal points, is of the form hlf where U is covariantly constant and A is hyperbolic, the focal set in Hc is nonempty only if it is an (« -2)-plane on either side of which A takes opposite signs. Observing that A is given by the expression in (3), where D is interpreted as directed distance toward U, one may show that each focal point is the limit of intersection points of Hc and Hc+S as 8 -» 0. Thus our remark is verified.
Given a foliation S of H" by hyperplanes, one always may choose a regular curve a: I-* H" of infinite length which is everywhere orthogonal to 'S. By Corollary 1.2 and Theorem 3.3, the family of hyperplanes orthogonal to a is all of S. Therefore S corresponds to a regular one-parameter family {Hc)ceI (without focal points) of hyperplanes in //", and by Theorem 2, possesses a uniquely determined parallelizing curve a: /-»//".
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition that a given curve o in H" and initial transverse hyperplane determine by parallel translation a foliation of //". Proof. The family {Hc) is regular since it is transverse to a. Therefore by Theorem 2, {Hc) generates an isometric immersion tj: M -> H" where M has curvature -1. By Proposition 3, M may be identified with an open submanifold of Hk+l. Since rj is an isometric immersion, we have a unit-speed curve ö: R -* M, and a family {Hc) of hyperbolic ¿-planes which foliates M and is parallel along ö, and whose angle with 5 is bounded away from zero (where ij ° 5 -a and tj(#c) = Hc). But then by Theorem 4.3, {Hc) foliates Hk+l, and so M = Hk+X.
Let K he the open submanifold of Hk+X on which the nullity of the second fundamental form of rj takes its minimum value v. Since all tangent vectors to the Hc are nullity vectors, k < v < k + 1. Recall that the nullity foliation of K is well known to have complete leaves: for the present situation, namely immersion of Hk+i into H", completeness was proved in [5] . The transversality hypothesis on the curvature vectors of a implies that nullity on K is k and 5 lies in K. Therefore K contains the complete ¿-plane Hc for every c ER, and so K = Hk+l and rj has no umbilics. Conversely, if there are no umbilics, then v = k along 5, and the transversality condition follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
Finally we consider umbilic-free isometric immersions tj: //""' -> H". For such an immersion, H"~x is foliated by hyperbolic (n -2)-planes tangent to the nullity spaces of the second fundamental form. As in the previous section, the foliating (n -2)-planes may be regarded as a regular one-parameter family {Hc}ceIin H"~x. Since tj is totally geodesic on each Hc, tj is generated by a family {Hc}cB,, without focal points, of (« -2)-planes in //". Then Theorem 2 immediately yields: Theorem 6. Let tj: //""' -» H" be an umbilic-free isometric immersion and {Hc)ceI be the family of generators of r\. Then there is a uniquely determined curve a: I -> H" along which the generators are parallel in //". 4. Parallelization at //£,. In order to study the behavior at infinity of the parallelizing curve of a family, we shall give //" the differentiable manifoldwith-boundary structure of D" induced by the projective model. By working with the projective model, we shift our attention to families of Euclidean ¿-planes in E" and their intersection properties. Although the methods of this section are Euclidean, note that all the results except Theorem 7 are results about //" carrying the given differentiable structure. g* or • will denote the standard Riemannian metric on E", and D* will denote Euclidean distance. Any family {H*} of Euclidean ¿-planes in E" has a variation field V* at c, which is defined just as before but in terms of g*, and which is a g*-Jacobi field on H*. Thus ' By Theorem 2, a hyperbolic family {Hc) generating an immersion of curvature -1 has a unique parallelizing curve in H". The following theorem relates the parallelizing curve of {Hc} in //" to the focal family of {Hc*} in E" via the classical notion of duality of points and hyperplanes. For any p G Z>", letp* denote the inversion of p through S"~l; then the hyperplane throughp* and orthogonal to the line Opp* is the dual top through S"~l.
Theorem 7. Let {Hc}cBI be a regular family of hyperbolic k-p lanes which is parallel in H" along a curve o: I-*H", and let {Hc*} be the associated Euclidean family. Then the focal set Fc of {H*) is the (k -l)-plane dual to o(c) through H * n Su"\ Proof. By Theorem 2 and remarks above, the hyperbolic and Euclidean families {Hc) and {//c*} have variation fields IU and l*U* respectively at c, where U is a covariantly constant unit normal to Hc, with respect to g; U* is a constant unit normal to H*, with respect tog*; I is positive, and hyperbolic on g-geodesics; and /* is affine on g*-geodesics. Moreover, U and U* are tangent to the same (¿ + l)-plane P through H*. By definition of variation field, the following equation holds on Hc = H* n D": (10) I* = IU-U*.
Let q be the center and rx the radius of Hc* n D", and r2 the radius of P n D". By (10) and hyperbolicity of /, if p is a fixed point of Hc then Note that it is a consequence of Theorem 7 that a is smooth in H". The following corollary gives certain properties which cr must possess at //£,. Theorem 8 will show that these are in a sense exhaustive. (In the rest of this section, we use the following convention, based on the canonical identification with R" of each tangent space to R". If ß denotes a Euclidean curve, ß'(c), ¿8"(c), and /5(3)(c) denote elements of the tangent space at ß(c), unless these symbols occur in an algebraic expression, in which case they denote elements of Rn.) We are interested in regular families, since they always generate submanifolds. The following condition will be useful: A parallelizing curve o in //" of a regular family of ¿-planes, while always regular where a lies in //", need not be regular at //£,. The regularity hypothesis on o is necessary for the two uniqueness results which follow. Note that for a regular curve in D", the osculating 2-planes with respect to g and g* agree, when they exist. Furthermore, for a regular curve in D" and lying on S"~x at c, the osculating 2-plane at c with respect to g* exists and enters D". Therefore one may speak without_ambiguity of the osculating hyperbolic 2-plane at c of any regular curve o in //" such that o(c) E //£,. For any parallel family along o, the ¿-plane at c must contain this 2-plane, by Corollary 2. Proof. We reduce to a linear problem, that of parallel translation in the Euclidean normal bundle of o (regarded as a curve lying on S""1). If {Hc) is parallel along o, then the corresponding Euclidean family {Hc*) has the following properties (by Corollary 2 and Theorem 7):
(i) H* contains the osculating 2-plane of a at o(c), and (ii) the focal set Fc is either Hc* or the hyperplane of H* tangent to S"_1 at a(c).
Conversely, if {//«.*} is a Euclidean family satisfying (i) and (ii), then each H* enters D" by (i), and we claim that the corresponding hyperbolic family {Hc) is parallel along o. Where the families are not regular, constancy of the hyperbolic variation field on horospheres is obvious. Elsewhere, since each Fc is a (¿ -l)-plane not entering D", {Hc) generates a submanifold of curvature -1 in //"; thus by Theorems 2 and 7, {Hc) is parallel along o. Therefore it suffices, for the theorem, to demonstrate existence and uniqueness of a family {Hc*) of Euclidean ¿-planes satisfying (i) and (ii), when H0* is given.
Suppose such a family {H*} exists. Let CV be the Euclidean vector bundle over o whose (k -2)-dimensional fiber at each c is tangent to H* n S"~l Proof. Note that if two hyperbolic ¿-planes intersect, one may speak of the hyperbolic angle between them; this angle is measured in the (n -r)-plane which is g-orthogonal to the intersection r-plane F at any p E P, and is independent of the choice of p. We shall show that any two parallel_f_amilies {HXc) and {H2c) of ¿-planes along a given regular curve o: I-+H" have constant intersection dimension, and form a constant angle.
Note that Hlc n H2c ¥= 0. The converse follows from Theorem 7 and the fact that, if (//*} now denotes the collection of Euclidean ¿-planes passing through a fixed (k -l)-plane F and entering D", the dual points of F in all the H* form a hyperbolic (« -¿)-plane which is g-orthogonal to each H = H* n D". Example 3. A family {Hc) has constant parallelizing curve in //£, if and only if the H* all pass through a fixed (k -l)-plane tangent to Sn~x. Here it suffices to verify that if the parallelizing curve o is constant at //£,, then the focal family {Fc) of {//<.*} is constant. If {Fc) is not constant, then at some c the variation field of {Fc) does not vanish identically on Fc. This field is defined on the hyperplane Fc of H* and is tangent to H*. Since all Fc+S lie in the tangent plane to S"~x at the image point of o, it follows that H* is tangent to S"~x, which is impossible since H* enters D".
Example 4. The osculating Euclidean 2-planes of a regular curve o lying on 5"_1 and having nowhere vanishing torsion (second order curvature function) correspond to a regular family of hyperbolic 2-planes which is parallel along o. Indeed, parallelism along o follows from the proof of Theorem 8. Regularity is a consequence of Corollary 3 and the torsion assumption. Conversely, all regular hyperbolic 2-plane families which are parallel along a regular curve in //£, are obtained in this way, by Corollaries 2 and 3. Now suppose n = 3, and consider all foliations of H3 by 2-plane families whose parallelizing curves are regular curves in //¿. These foliating families correspond precisely to the families of osculating 2-planes of regular Euclidean curves lying on S2, for which torsion is nonvanishing and curvature (denoted here by k*) becomes infinite at both endpoints. For example, a loxodrome is such a curve. It is only necessary to verify that for a unit-speed curve o on S2, the osculating planes approach tangency to S2 at an endpoint if and only if curvature becomes infinite. This follows by differentiating o • o' = 0, to obtain \o • a"/||a"||| = l//c*.
Example 5. Let {Hc*) be any regular family of (n -l)-planes in E" such that each member intersects D" Here r' never vanishes because {Fe) never enters D". This formula may be used to construct examples, such as the following one for n = 2. The curve o*(c) = (1 + c2, c3) lies outside Sx and meets S1 at c = 0, in a cusp tangent to the x-axis. The tangent lines H* to a* form a regular Euclidean family (even though o* is not regular). The focal sets of {H*) are given by Fc = cr*(c), and hence lie outside D2. Thus for a certain symmetric interval / about 0, the tangent lines to o*\I determine a family {Hc) of hyperbolic lines foliating H2. The parallelizing curve a may be computed from (12) to be o(c) = (3c4 + 2c2 + 2)"'(c6 + 3c4 + 2, -c5 -4c3).
Note that o'(0) = 0, as required by Corollary 3, and that o meets S ' at c = 0, in a cusp tangent to the x-axis.
Remark 7. Finally, we mention one further possible direction for investigation: With regard to §4, one might ask precisely which curves a: I -» H" (taking values in both H" and //£,) allow the existence of parallel families.
